Minutes away from a **WEALTH**

**OF MODERN ADVANTAGES**—

- Suburban living and recreation
- Famed New Jersey resort areas
- New York City's scientific, cultural and entertainment centers
- Leading graduate schools

Federal Telecommunication Laboratories' location in Nutley, N. J. is a dream spot for young engineers... combining country-like work atmosphere, quiet suburban living, closeness to the vast offerings of the unique New York-New Jersey metropolitan area.

At FTL you work in one of America's great research and development centers . . . on long-range programs . . . with leaders in electronics who are quick to recognize ambition and ability.

FTL's employee benefits include: graduate tuition refund plan; health, group insurance and pension plans.

Listed below are the interesting assignments open at FTL's East Coast Laboratory, Nutley, N. J.

**Radio Communication Systems**
**Traveling Wave Tubes**
**Electronic Countermeasures**
**Air Navigation Systems**
**Antennas * Missile Guidance**
**Transistors and other Semiconductor Devices**
**Computers * Telephone and**
**Wire Transmission Systems**

Opportunities for relaxed living and career-building also available at FTL's West Coast Laboratory . . . with openings in Digital Computers, Inertial Navigation Systems and Infra Red Systems. Write to: 15191 Bledsoe St., San Fernando, Cal.

**FTL**

Federal Telecommunication Laboratories
A Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
500 Washington Ave., Nutley, N. J.

Where is it?

If you had any luck in identifying George Beadle's pictures of the Caltech campus which ran in the February, 1957, issue of E&S, you may want to try your hand at these puzzles taken by Ed Bryan '54, Ed, who is now working at the Bell Labs in Whippany, New Jersey, made up this quiz while he was an undergraduate here. To date, he's never found anyone who could score higher than 3.

**Answers**

12. Bridge House courtyard
11. Looking down a spiral on the roof of the library
10. The main building of the library
9. View of the residential buildings of the Bell Laboratories and in the southerly corner of the Bell Laboratories and at the southern corner of the Lake Bridge. It is a corner of the southern corner of the Lake Bridge.
8. View from above the bridge.
7. View from above the bridge.
6. The Bell Laboratories. It is a corner of the southern corner of the Bell Laboratories.
5. Bridge House to the right.
4. Bridge House to the left.
3. Bridge House to the left.
2. Bridge House to the right.
1. Bridge House to the right.